TRIPURA STATE
POLICE DUTY MEET
RULE BOOK
Introduction

"Tripura State Police Duty Meet" will be organized every year in the month of December with a view to bring professional competitiveness and thereby to ensure improvement of quality and skills in investigation etc.

General Rules

1. **Events of Police Duty Meet:** Tripura State Police Duty Meet comprises of competition in the following events:
   - I. Investigation/Collection of Evidence
   - II. Handling, labeling and packing of exhibits.
   - III. Developing of Finger Print
   - IV. Casting of Foot Print
   - V. Observation
   - VI. Police Photography
   - VII. VHF Communication
   - VIII. Rifle/ Revolver shooting

2. **Organizing Committee** (Events I to VII)
   - DIGP CID/(S/R), Tripura = Chairman
   - SP (EB), Tripura = Member
   - SP (CID), Tripura = Member
   - SP (Communication) = Member (only for event VII)

   **(Event VIII)**
   - DIGAP (Adm & Trg) = Chairman
   - CO 2nd TSR = Member
   - CO 10th Bn TSR = Member

The organizing committee may co-opt any officers / experts for execution of its assigned task.

3. Arrangement for boarding and lodging for Competitors, Team Captain and Team Managers will be made by the SP (Proc)/CID/SP(Commn) in Agartala and the teams will abide by the rules of the camp. SP (Proc)/CID will appoint a camp Coordinator to the rank of a Dy. SP. The camp coordinator will be responsible for reception, accommodation, discipline, and logistics of the teams subject to the general control of the SP (Proc).

4. **Team Manager:**

   Each team must have a designated team Manager (GO). He may or may not be a competitor in any of the events. He would be responsible for maintaining discipline within his team. It is his responsibility to see that all members of his team are at their assigned place in time. He will at all time co – operate with the officials of the Meet in the interest of safety, efficiency and good sportsmanship.
5. **Trophies:**

Individual Medals will be awarded to the winners of the *First position* in each even and Best team will also be awarded for overall performance. Besides, *certificate of participation* with grading of the individual / Team will be given to all the participants. SP (Proc) will arrange the Trophies and SP(CID) will arrange Certificate as per merit list.

6. **Panel of judges.**

There shall be a panel of Judges to evaluate and scrutinize the performance of each individual participant and prepare the merit / result sheet accordingly.

7. **Opening Ceremony.**

The DGP/IGP will be the Chief Guest of the opening ceremony. The Chief Guest on his arrival at the venue will be received by the organizer and other senior officers present. The Band salutes the Chief Guest. The senior officers, member of the working Committee, the team managers and the panel of the judges remain present. The Chief Guest is then escorted to the rostrum.

The Chief Guest then makes a short speech at the request of the organizer. At the conclusion of the speech the organizer requests him to open the Meet in the following words,

("*I have the honour to request the Chief Guest to proclaim the Tripura State Police Duty Meet, .......... open*")

The Chief Guest declares the Meet open with the words;

("*I declare the Tripura State Police Duty Meet, .......... open*"

Immediately a fanfare of trumpets is sounded; the teams come to attention and the Tripura Police Flag is unfurled near the rostrum.

8. **Medal Distribution:** Medals shall be awarded on the day of closing ceremony by the Chief Guest or any senior officer present.

9. **Closing Ceremony:**

The Chief Guest or any senior designated officer shall close the Duty Meet with short speech.

("*I declare the Tripura State Police Duty Meet, .......... Closed*"
Event I: Investigation/Collection of Evidence

Time of Examination: - One hour.

Syllabus: - i) Outdoor SOC will be prepared (Dacoity, Theft, Robbery, Murder, Rape, RTA cases).
   ii) 8/10 important /unimportant clues will be given in the SOC.

Total marks = 50
Distribution of marks :-
   • proper entry and observation = 10
   • proper cordonning of the area = 05
   • proper search for clues = 10
   • preparation of plan drawing = 05
   • Collection/lifting of clues, proper wearing of gloves etc and to take note = 10
   • Writing of 1st CD (methodically without statement, seizure list, surathal report) = 10

Mode of examination:
   Artificial outdoor SOC will be arranged for (Dacoity, Theft, Robbery, Murder, Rape, RTA cases).

Competitors will be asked to: -

➢ Cordon the SOC.
➢ Enter properly in the SOC and observe the SOC
➢ Search for clues.
➢ Preparation of rough plan drawing.
➢ Collection of the clues and take note.
➢ Write first CD (without statement, seizure list, surathal etc).

Equipment
   :- Gloves, Investigation box, CD book, Clip board, Pen. (to be brought by the competitors)

Organizer
   :- SP CID Tripura

Pannel of judges
   :- To be decided by PHQ.

Event II: Handling, labeling and packing of exhibits.

Time of Examination: - One hour.

Syllabus: - Probable exhibits like glass/bottle with visible fingerprint (wine bottle, some drinks in a glass, cigar end, fired bullet etc. will be given.)

Total marks = 50
Distribution of marks: -
   • Proper observation, wearing of hand gloves, proper handling of exhibits = 10
   • proper packing = 10
   • proper writing of forwarding note to the concerned expert with queries and questions = 15
   • proper stitching and sealing = 10
   • proper writing of address/reference = 05
Mode of Examination: - The test will comprise of observation, lifting, packing, forwarding exhibit for expert opinion along with forwarding note and proper stitching, sealing and writing of address of concerned expert. An FIR/ incident report must be given. One/ Two exhibits will be given and the competitors will be asked to observe the SOC, lift the exhibits with precaution, pack it and write forwarding note with relevant questions, pack properly, stitch and write the name and address of concerned expert.

Equipment:- (May be brought by competitor) :- perforated box, cloth, seal, sealing wax, stitching materials, sketch pen, paper, clipboard, carbon, envelope magnifying glass, small white bottle with cork, gum, cello tap.

Organizer:- SP (CID), Tripura.

Penal of judges:- To be decided by PHQ.

**Event III: Developing of Finger Print**

Time of Exam: - 30 minute

Syllabus: - Latent chance finger print will have to be recorded in white paper, water glass, bottle, electric bulb etc.

Total Marks = 50

Distribution of marks:-

- proper developing = 30
- proper dressing = 10
- proper identity of the prints and marking of the print properly = 10

Mode of Exam:-

- 2/3 latent finger impression will be recorded in paper / water glass, bottle, electric bulb etc.
- The nature of object will be such to necessitate the use of Black and grey powder only to develop the latent print depending upon the nature of surface.
- Each competitor will be asked to look for and develop these prints within 50 minutes.
- The judges will then examine and award marks.
- After that judges will rearrange the scene of crime afresh for the next competitor.

Equipment: - Following equipment will be supplied by the organizer: -

1. Black powder
2. Grey powder
3. Ostrich feather brass = 2/3
4. Atomizer - 2
5. Magnifying glass
6. Marker pen.

Organizer: - SP (CID), Tripura.

Panel of judges:- To be decided by PHQ.
Event IV: CASTING OF FOOT PRINT.

Time of exam: - One hour.

Syllabus: - Only one foot print in outdoor crime will be given (in mud).

Total marks = 50

Distribution of marks:

- Proper casting / washing = 30
- Proper dressing = 05
- Proper writing of synopsis in the back side = 10
- Proper layout of used utensil, cleaning / displaying of casted print = 05

Mode of exam:

- One foot print will be given in the field (mud).
- Each competitor will be asked to cast the print.
- After washing, to display the foot print with necessary synopsis on the back side of the print including the name of I.O, number of I.O.
- After that the judges will examine and award marks.

Equipment: - Following equipments may be required and will be supplied by the organizer.
I. Plaster of parish  
II. Mug - 2  
III. Bucket - 2  
IV. Big spoon - 2  
V. Net  
VI. Running water / water in bucket.
VII. Stencil paper writing ball pen

Organizer: - SP (CID), Tripura.

Penal of judges: - To be decided by PHQ.

Event V: OBSERVATION.

Time of exam: - 15 minute for observation, viewing of picture and oral questions.  
30 minute for written.

Syllabus: - Picture of outdoor S.O.C in RTA case, Murder case etc, will be shown for 5 to 10 minute and then some questions will be asked.

Total Marks: - 50

Mode of exam: - Competitor will be shown one picture through projector on RTA/Murder/Rape etc. cases. 8 to 10 clues like the colour of vehicle, number of vehicle, in what parts of the vehicle injury sustained, road condition, day or night time showing nature of light etc. The position of helmet / head gear, position of vehicle in the road etc. may be given or questioned. Competitor will write answers within 12 minutes.

Equipment: - projector, computer, pen, papers.

Organizer: - SP (CID), Tripura.

Penal of judges: - To be decided by PHQ
Event VI: POLICE PHOTOGRAPHY

Time of Examination: 30 minutes.

Syllabus: Outdoor scene of crime will be prepared like murder, RTA, Highway dacoity with murder, etc. 7/10 important/unimportant clues will be there (at the P.O) along with car, bike, dead body etc.

Total marks = 50

Distribution of marks:
- Proper entry and observation = 05
- Identifying of vital clues and taking clear photography = 20
- Written/oral = 25

Mode of Exam:
- Outdoor scene of crime will be arranged.
- 7/10 Important/unimportant clues will be there at the PO.
- Competitor will be asked to enter in the PO with police camera with due care and caution and to cordon the area.
- Competitor will observe the SOC.
- Select the valuable and important clues.
- Take six snaps.
- Hand over the camera to the judge.
- Judges will develop the film and award mark.

Equipment: Police camera.
Organizer: SP CID/Principal PTA.
Penal of judges: To be decided by PHQ.

Event VII: HF communication

Time of examination: 30 minutes.

Syllabus: HF communication to be made between two stations.

Total Marks: 50

Distribution of marks: (Each will carry equal marks)
1. Carrying of wireless equipments & its accessories.
2. Erection of antenna
3. Tuning of sets
4. Establishing communication
5. Sending & receiving of messages with all formalities etc.

Mode of examination: practical

Team Event

Each team will be consisting of 04(four) Wireless Operators & they will be divided into 02(two) stations. Each station will follow the same procedure as mentioned above in the distribution of marks.
For establishing communication between the 02(two) stations, the Operators will carry the wireless equipment and its accessories form 100 feet distance to the station. Thereafter antenna to be erected and tuning of sets has to be done. After establishing communication operators from both will send and receive messages observing all formalities i.e. Radio Log, IN/OUT register, Peon Book are to be maintained properly within the stipulated time.

Equipment: - HF sets, antennas, batteries, Morse key & other desired items.
Organizer:- SP(Communication)
Panel of Judges:- To be decided by the PHQ.

**Event VIII:** - RIFLE/ PISTOL SHOOTING

Organizing Committee:-

1. DIGP, AP (Admin & Trg) - Chairman.
2. CO, 1st BN. TSR - Member.
3. CO, 2nd BN. TSR - Member

Syllabus: -

i. Revolver/ Pistol shooting

ii. SLR/Insas/AK Rifle shooting

Total marks:

To be decided by the committee

Distribution of mark:

To be decided by the committee.

Range:

R.K.Nagar, 2nd Bn TSR Firing Range

Organizer:

CO 2nd Bn TSR.

Penal of judges:

To be decided by PHQ.

**THE END**